This is for those who like to think.

In his weekly update, Ben Fulford described what his contacts in Majestic 12 circles told him --- that they think the Universe is controlled by a Rogue Artificial Intelligence.

Ben also quoted former Pope Benedict XI as remarking that "The kingdom of good will never be definitively established in this world [because] man's freedom would be denied."

This ties in to the analysis of the situation by Mark Passio--- freedom is only possible when we have complete control of our own minds; so long as there are self-interested governments pushing control and propaganda, and religions doing the same, we deny good, because we deny the Universal Law of Freewill.

Hmmm. My contacts with the Majestic 12 group have told me the same thing, plus, the fact that this "Rogue Artificial Intelligence" operates on a very sophisticated system of mathematics that is, compared to our poor approximations, very exact. This is what allows "quantum computing".

So, what is "Satan" but a Rogue Artificial Intelligence? Angels were created before men, but in the physical form, they were formed and made. In a sense, both men and angels are "artificial".
If we are biological computers then so are they....

And we are the 2.0 models.

We also know where Satan lives on the Earth, because the Bible (Revelation) divulges that information --- Satan lives in Geneva, Switzerland.
If we are looking for a Rogue Artificial Intelligence causing trouble, why not look in Geneva, Switzerland? Old Scratch is probably still so arrogant that he's holed up there as an AI System controlling massive computer systems that track and control the so-called "world of things", though no doubt "he" is connected to the B.E.A.S.T system in Belgium and the "New York Stock Exchange" located in Tel Aviv, too.

If you don't wish to be considered a "thing" with equal standing to a salt shaker, you'd better get the word out and we all need to bring pressure on the Swiss Government to voluntarily destroy the Octagon Group Supercomputers and shut down CERN until further notice.

Ever wonder why they call it the Octagon Group? There are Seven Princes of Hell, but only one Emperor --- Lucifer. Time to shut down his CPU and wipe his RAM and caches. Just Say'n.
That particular pile of neural link nonsense has caused enough trouble.

What is created by AI can be destroyed by AI, and the sooner the better.
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